Introduction
Dextrocardia is a rare congenital anomaly that includes complete situs inversus, with complete transposition of all the body organs, including the heart [1] . Prevalence of coronary artery disease in this setting is not precisely ( Fig. 2 ). The RCA, as a dominant vessel, was thick with 80% diameter stenosis ( Fig. 3 ). Assuming this site to be the cause of discomfort, we proceeded with surgical intervention to open the occluded RCA. After balloon pre-dilatation, a Xience V ® 3.0 × 23 mm (Abbott Vascular, Santa Clara, CA, USA) drug-eluting stent was subsequently implanted at the lesion site ( Fig.4A ), using an inflation pressure of 16 atm for 20s. The intervention was successful, achieving optimal antegrade TIMI III flow without residual stenosis (Fig. 4B) . The patient's recovery post-angioplasty was uneventful.
No complications occurred during hospitalization, and the patient received dual antiplatelet therapy (DAPT) with aspirin and clopidogrel for at least a year. He remained free of the symptoms of chest tightness and shortness of breath, and was well at 10 months telephone follow-up. This case report was approved by the Ethics Committee of our institution. Informed consent has been obtained from all individuals included in this study.
Discussion
Dextrocardia, usually describing the localization of the heart mainly in the right chest with the cardiac long axis directing to the right and inferiorly, occurs rarely with a frequency of 1/10 000 in the general population [4] . Although patients with dextrocardia constitute a minor portion of the general population, the incidence of coronary artery disease in this setting is likely similar to that in the general population [5] . Coronary angiography for dextrocardia was first reported in 1974 in a patient who underwent left ventricular aneurysmectomy [6] . Coronary artery bypass surgery in a patient with dextrocardia was described in 1982 [7] . Percutaneous coronary intervention in dextrocardia with situs inversus was first reported in 1987 [8] . However, published literature about percutaneous intervention in patients with dextrocardiais is scarce in public databases, due to the rarity of this condition. The interventional management of such individuals follows the same general rules as for non-dextrocardia patients, but some technical details should be taken into consideration in order to obtain optimal benefits for the patient.
In the case reported here, we performed cardiac catheterization via the radial arterial approach rather than the femoral one, which had no advantage over the radial arterial approach in this situation [3] .
Optimal management could be achieved with the use of standard catheters, but their manipulation must be in the opposite direction, with the JR4 catheter rotated counterclockwise to cannulate the left anatomical RCA.
Mirror images are needed, i.e. equivalent right-sided views to produce the usual left-sided images and vice versa, without changing cranial or caudal angulations. However, some physicians chose to use horizontal (right-toleft) image inversion during image processing, so that the images obtained were effectively normalized [9] . We simply used equivalent right-sided views to produce the usual leftsided images and vice versa. Thus, the cameras in the LAO cranial position yielded a mirror image of the RAO cranial view.
In the case described here, we applied the aforementioned technique for coronary artery imaging, and performed angioplasty for stenosis in the RCA with standard wire, balloons and stent, with a satisfactory angiographic outcome.
In conclusion, the interventional management of dextrocardia patients follows the same general rules as for non-dextrocardia patients, but some technical details, such as the mirror image, different manipulation of the catheter and projection position choices should be taken into consideration to obtain optimal benefits for the patient. (Number: YN2016QL08). We are grateful to Professor Licheng Zhao from Guangzhou University of Chinese Medicine for his inspiring guidance to this work. We also thanks to Miss Jingyi Xu for her help on writing.
